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From another time and from another world, Galatea Future arrived in the world of the Champions to 
do the one thing she tried so desperately to avoid before… to live. 

It’s not easy, though, when you’re over a thousand years old and suddenly you’re given a new life in 
more ways than one.  Life is literally starting over again for her, and yet she is still doing what she 
does best: serving humanity as…  

In the months since Galatea Future 
returned to Millennium City, her 
progress was shadowed by several 
people. 

One of those people is Starlett, a 
sword-wielding “legal vigilante” eager to 
get the attention of the City’s guardian 
but somehow isn’t able to. 

So what happens when she gets the wrong 
kind of attention? 
Future’s Guardian #4 is created using original characters in the Champions Online Multiplayer Online Roleplaying Game.  

Copyright © 2009-2013, Perfect World Entertainment, Inc. This story is an independent derivative work of the Champions Online 

Game. All original rights are reserved by Cryptic Studios and Perfect World Entertainment, Inc. Cryptic Studios is a trademark of 

Cryptic Studios, Inc. Perfect World Entertainment is a trademark of Perfect World Entertainment, Inc.  All other trademarks are 

property of their respective owners. Battlerock Comics is a subsidiary of Get Brutal Productions and makes no claim on the 

intellectual property owned by either Cryptic Studios or Perfect World Entertainment. 
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Oh god 
it hurts! 

It hurts 
worse than 
anything 
I’ve ever 
felt before! 

Oh I’ve been 
beaten before…  

Plenty of times! 

But I’m afraid that 
this time I may not 
be able to walk 
away from it. 

Dying?  Or Dying 
knowing that I 
failed? 

And I don’t know 
what’s worse…  
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Westside - Millennium City, Mi. 

Earlier that day…  

Ugh… 

I hate waking up 
on the couch…  

Never mind the 
couch of a 
conference 
room. 

I really need to get my 
own place instead of 
sleeping in the gym. 

BUT I spent most of my 
initial money on a 
personal jetpack. 

And being a s0-called 
“legal vigilante” doesn’t 
really pay much. 

I’ve done 
worse, 
though. 

It’s actually safer 
here than when I 
stayed at some of the 
hotels in Hollywood! 

Plus I get a 
locker for my 
spare clothes, 
hot showers, 
and laundry 
service. 

And free food…  

albeit leftovers 
from yesterday. 

Humus wraps?  
Seriously? 

A quick shower, a 
change of lingerie, 
recharge my jetpack 
and electro-blade, 
and I’m ready to 
start the day again. 

The glamorous life 
of a street vigilante! 

Starlett 
Street vigilante 
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Hi Mary! 
I rotated out 
the target 
dummies and 
the laundry 
last night. 

Oh thank you, 
dear. That’s so 
kind of you to 
do that. 

So when should 
we expect you 
tonight? 

Well, depending 
on the patrol, I 
should be in 
around two or 
three in the 
morning. 

Oh look… 
hero-hooker 
chic. 

Hey, if she dresses 
like that for me, I’d 
let her sleep anywhere 
she wanted too! 

Oh, and by the way… 

The only reason why I’m 
allowed to stay here 
overnight is because 
Carl’s a huge Sapphire 
fan, and I happen to get 
him an exclusive photo 
of her from Key West. 

Nice to know that. 

But I wear this outfit for 
tactical reasons. 

‘cuz if you’re staring at 
my body, then you’re not 
noticing what I’m going 
to do with my hands. 

*Tcha*   

Whateverrrr… 
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“I want to 
hear it…” 

“Come on 
Candace… every 
writer goes 
through it at 
some point..” 

Downtown The penthouse of Athena rose Fairmore 

Yes, but not every 
best-selling 
writer can fly and 
bend steel with her 
bare hands. 

Come on, say it…  

You know you 
want to say it... 

*Sigh!* Fine! 

I’m a superhero and I 
have writer’s cramp! 

Happy? 

Very. 

So when’s the 
deadline for 
this book? 

I have another month before 
the publishers start 
calling, but given the sales 
of “Depths of Despair”, I 
don’t think they’d be broke 
if “Shattered Lives” is a 
little late. 

They’re publishers, 
‘Taya.  They always 
live for the next 
book. 

Okay, so presuming 
this isn’t the first 
time, what do you 
normally do to get 
un-cramped? 

When I was in the 
Canadian 
Wilderness, I used 
to do a walkabout 
to clear my head. 

Of course there 
wasn’t much up there 
other than snow, 
trees, and the 
occasional yeti. 

There’s a lot more things 
going on here in Millennium 
City to inspire me. 

I understand that Mayor 
Biselle is having a 
political rally later today. 

Maybe I should head on over 
there… you know, as Athena… 
and hear what he has to say. 

*Ugh!*  ‘Taya, Calvin 
Biselle has a political 
rally practically every 
other week! 

It’s like he’s always 
running for his job! 

Seriously, it’s just not 
worth showing up for! 

Athena Rose Fairmore 
AKA: Galatea Future 
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I don’t know, Can… He did give 
me a hero’s welcome when I 
first arrived here after the 
Qularr invasion.  He even gave 
me the key to the city.* 

That sort of stuff is hard to 
ignore. 

Hey, how about you 
meet me there and 
we’ll do lunch? 

(* He really did, back in “The Lost 
Adventures of Galatea Future” #1, 
available through Battlerock 
Comics!) 

Ohhhh… would 
LOVE to…  

in fact I’ll be 
not far from 
the rally…  

City Hall - City Center 

Three?!?   

Well that explains 
why you’ve been busy 
in the office! 

Exactly, and you 
know first-hand 
how involved I get 
in these cases, so 
it’s going to be a 
LOOoONG day! 

But I’ll be busy 
all day today. 

I have three 
cases going 
to trial. 

But promise me this, okay? 

Promise me that no matter 
what happens, you don’t do 
anything that makes it 
look like you’re endorsing 
Biselle’s campaign. 

I mean as EITHER Galatea 
Future or Athena! 

Trust me, you don’t need 
that kind of attention 
right now. 

I try not to get involved 
with politics anyway, as 
a hero or a civilian. 

Believe me, I’ve seen 
political systems on 
other worlds that make 
the ones here look tame! 

Just promise 
me that, okay?   

For my sake 
and sanity? 

I promise. 

Give ‘em hell in the 
courtroom, Can. 

Thanks. 

And try to 
enjoy your 
walkabout 
today. 

Candace Sinclair 
Attorney-At-Law 
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A few hours later... 

Okay… I’m early this 
time, so I should be 
able to catch her doing 
her mid-day patrol. 

LOVE this jetpack! 

Unless… she 
did it early? 

‘ey!  You 
heard him! 

You pay us or 
we’ll gouge 
yer eyes out! 

Hold on 
that…  

Someone 
needs to be 
taken down a 
few notches. 

The “New Purple Gang”…  

Hiya boys…  

They’re Westside’s 
“mafia” group. 

Protection rackets, 
loan sharking, 
arson, theft, 
prostitution, 
murder-for-hire… 

Everything except 
drug-dealing. 

Of course nobody 
asks what happened to 
the “Old Purple Gang”, 
or if there even was 
such a group. 
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I thought you guys 
were bad, but this 
takes the cake! 

You REALLY expect 
people to pay you 
just so they can LOOK 
towards Westside? 

We don’t expect 
anyone to like 
what we do…  

… Just so long 
as they pay us. 

The New Purple Gang OWNS 
Westside. 

And when we OWN something, 
we own EVERYTHING about it, 
including whether or not 
people get to see it! 

Think of it as a “tourism tax”. 

But we haven’t 
forgotten about 
what you’ve been 
doing in Little 
Italy, stepping in 
on our protection 
business there.* 

(* Issue #2) 

This is your 
only warning. 

You back down 
or we bust up 
that sexy body 
of yours. 

I mean, you sound 
so serious when 
you threaten my 
“sexy body” like 
you did! 

I guess this is 
the part where 
I’m supposed 
to be scared 
for my life. 

But since 
there’s only 
four of you, 
I have a 
better idea…  

How about we 
skip the whole 
waiting-until-
later part and I 
just kick your 
purple @sses 
right here and 
right now? 
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Smoke that 
b#tch! 

*URF!* 

S-stay back! 
*unnh!* 

He fainted! 

Some 
“tough” 
guy! 

I can already 
hear the police 
running over to 
follow-up on 
the incident. 

I give my 
credentials, 
make my 
statement, 
and off they 
go to jail. 

And I still have 
a few minutes 
before Galatea 
Future makes 
her mid-day 
patrol here. 

I wonder if she 
even saw me? 

Or if anyone 
else did…  
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City Hall Park - City Center 

“Ladies and 
Gentlemen, 
thank you all 
for coming 
here today.” 

“It is my pleasure 
to introduce the 
man that has led 
this city through 
many a dark day 
and back into the 
light.” 

“The man who helped 
us all rise up from 
the ashes of what was 
once Detroit and into 
the new city of the 
21st century!” 

“The man that welcomed 
all heroes and works 
side-by-side with them 
for the betterment of 
this city!” 

“The man that has stood 
up to the Qularr, the 
Lemurians, and even the 
undead armies of 
Takofanes…” 

“My mayor and 
yours… the 
honorable 
Calvin Biselle!” 

Thank you! 

Thank you all 
for coming 
here today! 

Listening to that fine 
introduction reminds me 
just how far we’ve come as 
both citizens and as a 
community. 

This city has endured much 
since its rise from the 
ashes of Detroit. 

And I cannot help but 
mention that it would not 
be possible without the 
assistance of our heroes!  

I do not exaggerate 
when I say that if not 
for the brave men and 
women… and others… 
that put on a cape and 
a mask, we would not 
even have a city to be 
proud of today! 

Hon. Calvin Biselle 
Mayor of Millennium City 
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And yet, for all that we’ve done 
while I’ve been your mayor, 
there is still much more that 
needs to be done. 

We cannot expect this city to 
prosper if it is hindered by the 
fear and the threat of 
organized criminal groups. 

Which is why I am 
pleased to 
announce that we 
will be launching a 
bold new step in 
cleaning up our 
streets of crime! 

Working in connection 
with our top law 
enforcement groups and 
with the Champions and 
other superhero groups, 
we will launch a bold new 
task force that will 
specifically target the 
worst of the criminal 
groups operating in 
Millennium City.  

For far too long, 
criminal groups 
like Argent, VIPER, 
and the New Purple 
Gang have been using 
their numbers to 
overwhelm and 
intimidate even our 
police officers. 

This task force 
will send a clear 
message to the 
worst of those 
criminal groups, 
and thereby to the 
others that will 
follow…  

Their days are 
hereby numbered! 

Mayor Calvin 
Biselle! 

You like to 
talk tough 
about crime... 
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But how brave 
are you when 
you have two 
fully-armed 
VIPER gunships 
trained on 
you? 

Are you willing to 
sacrifice your own 
life for your so-
called “war on Crime”? 

Are you willing to 
sacrifice your loyal 
voters to that war? 

People please I urge you 
to remain calm! 

You will be protected, 
this I promise you! Brave words, 

Mayor…  

Especially since 
you’re the only 
one with police 
protection! 

But who will 
protect your 
constituents? 
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Meanwhile…  
Excuse me…  

I was hoping 
you could 
assist me. 

Sure I… 

WHOA! 
I-I’m sorry, it’s 
just that-- 

I assure you, my 
dear, my lupine 
appearance is 
quite real.  

Although, as you 
can surmise, it is 
not reflective of 
my nature. 

I am new to this 
city, and I saw your 
actions earlier 
with the hooligans. 

I was hoping you 
could assist me in 
locating an 
associate of mine…  

her name is Galatea 
Future. 

Sure! 

I was kind of 
looking for her 
as well, so we 
can check with 
the SOCRATES 
terminal 
across the 
street. 

I’m Starlett. 

I’m… Blue. 

You can call me Mister 
Blue. 

Yes, that sounds like 
an excellent idea! 

Please, by all means, 
lead the way. 
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Galatea 
Future…  

Are you truly 
that reckless? 

Perhaps a better 
question is to ask 
why are YOU? 

You could’ve open 
fire on those 
people at any time 
before I arrived. 

Why wait for this 
standoff? 

Do you honestly 
think you could 
survive our 
assault? 

Or stop both 
ships from 
attacking the 
crowd? 

You didn’t answer my 
question. 

You know that bullets 
can’t kill me, even 
from those Vulcan 
cannons. 

Rocket launchers?  
Gas Grenades? 

Fire one and I’ll shove it 
right back up the slot 
before you can finish 
squeezing the trigger. 

You know how powerful I am. 

I’m the one that took down 
Ripper, your “big bad 
monster”, with just one 
punch!* 

(* “The Lost Adventures of Galatea 
Future” #3, available through 
Battlerock Comics.) 

… 

Nothing? 

Galatea Future 
Otherworld Guardian 
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No vengeance-
fueled attack? 

No promises of 
making me pay 
for “daring to 
insult” VIPER? 

This isn’t like you guys… 

You’re normally quick 
with the Saturday 
Morning quips. 

You’re blaring out 
threats, goading 
someone to respond, 
and then play the silent 
stare-down. 

It’s almost like you’re... 

… Waiting 
for another 
team to arrive. 

I am SO going 
to turn those 
things into 
scrap when I’m 
done with your 
friends! 

Protect the Mayor! 
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Okay, SOCRATES says 
that Galatea Future was 
just spotted near City 
Hall engaging some 
VIPER forces that were 
attacking the Mayor. 

Hmm… I see... 

I’ve never gone up 
against them myself, but 
VIPER is a pretty nasty 
group, so Galatea 
could probably use an 
extra hand or two. 

City Hall is about a good 
quarter-mile away. 

I’ve got a jet pack, but It’s 
designed for one person.   

How are you set for 
travel? 
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However, this SOCRATES 
terminal… can it tell me 
where Galatea lives?  Or 
maybe point me to some 
of her associates? 

I… would not want to 
burden her with my 
business if she is 
already indisposed. 

Oh I can manage on my 
own, thank you for asking. 

That’s not 
really how 
the SOCRATES 
database 
works. 

It doesn’t 
give out 
personal 
data about 
where they 
live. 

The database 
only has 
basic 
information 
about a hero. 

I mean, I suppose if 
you wanted to get in 
touch with her, you 
could find her 
attorney…  

I think her name is… 
Candace Sinclair? 

But, hey, I’m sure 
Galatea could use 
some help with VIPER! 

Thank you, but I 
must decline 
your suggestion 
of assistance. 

I cannot get 
involved with 
local matters 
at this time. 

However, you 
have been 
extremely 
helpful in 
pointing me 
towards whom 
I should seek 
out next. 

Yes, this Candace 
Sinclair… I’ll have 
to pay her a visit. 

Thank you again for 
your assistance… 

and I wish you and 
Ms. Future luck in 
going after this… 
Viper. 
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Interesting…  

I presume this is 
some sort of 
containment field, 
designed to prevent 
me from leaving. 

I don’t know where you 
come from, but 
around here, heroes 
don’t walk away from 
help when asked. 

There’s been something off about 
you ever since you approached me 
for help. 

You kept your distance from the 
SOCRATES terminal when most 
people would be curious about it. 

You wanted to know about Galatea 
Future but then turned down a 
face-to-face opportunity and 
instead wanted to know who her 
associates are. 

You’re not 
a hero, 
are you? 

And now that you know this, I strongly 
suggest that you deactivate this… 
device… lest I be forced to do so in 
ways that we both will regret. 

Remember: I have seen you in battle, and 
I know that you are no match for my 
strength when fully unleashed. 

You are right in that I am not a hero. 

My chosen profession is more of an 
operative-for-hire, with a specialty 
in pursuing and neutralizing super-
normal beings. 

In other words, I am what you would 
call a “hit-man”. 

I’m afraid, my dear Starlett, that 
I have been less-than-honest with 
you regarding my intentions. 
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I’ve already made 
one mistake by 
telling you who 
Candace Sinclair is. 

I’m not going to 
compound it by 
letting you just 
walk away with 
that information. 

You want this 
field deactivated? 

You’re going to 
have to get 
through me first! 

*RARRH!* 
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RRRRAAAARH!! 

Oh Cr... 

*Rrrrrr…* 
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*Huff* *Huff* 

You… you should not 
have thrown your life 
away like that! 

It’s a pity that you 
will not live long 
enough to learn 
from this encounter. 

You fought hard… but 
you lack the training 
to know when you are 
outmatched. 

Maybe if this world 
has reincarnation you 
will not be so reckless 
in your next life. 

Oh god 
it hurts! 

It hurts 
worse than 
anything 
I’ve ever 
felt before! 
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BREAKING NEWS - VIPER ASSASINATION THWARTED - MAYOR AND CROWD SAFE 

“And we’re continuing our 
breaking news from City 
Hall on the attempted 
assassination of Mayor 
Calvin Biselle.” 

“The smoke you can see 
from those buildings are 
from the two VIPER aircraft 
that were forced down by 
Galatea Future.” 

“Afterward, Galatea was 
seen going from 
rooftop-to-rooftop…” 

“… going after the remaining 
VIPER ground forces.” 

“By last count the 
number of those 
arrested was at 
forty-eight.” 

“And now we are getting 
word that she has taken 
the fight to the ground 
to finish moping up the 
VIPER forces.” 

“Stay Tuned to WCOC 
for more information 
as it develops.” 

“But that number is 
expected to rise.” 
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Answer me 
this… 

How did they 
squeeze you 
into a 
gunship? 

It doesn’t 
matter! 

*UNNH!*   

What…  matters... 

… is that we… 
already… wonnn... 

“Already won”? 
What the hell is 
that supposed 
to mean? 

This is Galatea 
Future responding 
to page. 

Galatea Future, 
this is U.N.T.I.L. 
Command.* 

(* United nations 
Tribunal on 
International Law.) 

A hero named Starlett 
was found in critical 
condition outside the 
Renaissance Center. 

She was muttering 
something about a 
threat to an associate 
of yours. 

Major Cross wants 
you to meet him at 
Mercy hospital. 
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MAYOR CALVIN BISELLE SPEAKS OUT ON FAILED VIPER ASSASSINATION 

My friends, I cannot come 
up with any stronger 
reason for the need of 
this new task force than 
to point to the events 
that transpired earlier 
today. 

We cannot live in 
continual fear of these 
organized supervillain 
groups like VIPER! 

And with this new task 
force in place, we will 
not have to life with 
that fear for very long! 

MAYOR BISELLE VOWS TO MAKE VIPER PAY FOR ATTEMPT ON HIS LIFE 

In a way, the actions of 
VIPER answered a key 
question as to which 
supervillain group our 
new task force should 
focus on first. 

Any supervillain group 
brazen enough to launch an 
assassination attempt 
using large-scale military 
equipment is a clear and 
present danger to 
Millennium City, not to 
mention the safety of the 
United States of America! 

MAYOR BISELLE TO SPEAK WITH WHITE HOUSE ABOUT TERRORISM AID 

Following this press 
conference, I will be in a 
telephone conference with 
the White House and 
Homeland Security, where I 
will be requesting all 
possible assistance, 
including military support, 
to work with the task force. 

We will not stop until 
every member of VIPER is 
brought to justice! 

MAYOR BISELLE THANKS GALATEA FUTURE FOR THWARTING VIPER 

Of course I would be 
remiss if I did not give 
thanks to one of 
Millennium City’s most 
selfless guardians, 
Galatea Future. 

Without her timely 
assistance, this day 
could have very well been 
a monumental tragedy 
for this city. 

Wherever you are, Galatea 
Future, know that you have 
a city that is ever-grateful 
knowing that you are 
looking out for them. 
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“… Lucky he 
found her 
when he did…”  

“… you’re 
saying a 
seven-foot 
blue wolf 
did this?” 

“… Wolf-man maybe… 
the witness said he 
was wearing some 
sort of bodysuit.”  

“… What about 
Candace?” 

“… perforated her 
small intestines…  

… cut her abdominal 
muscles…”  

“We’ll have 
her under 
guard at 
all times.” 

“No, I’ll take care 
of that.  Let’s not 
tip our enemy off 
that we know who 
he’s going after. 

What about… her?” 

“I can keep the 
media quiet about 
this, so this ‘Blue’ 
person will think 
she’s dead.” 

“Speaking of which… 
there is a little 
matter that we need 
to discuss about 
the patient.”  

“What sort 
of problem, 
Doctor?” 

“It has to do with 
the records that 
we have on her.”  

I’m… 
alive? 

I hurt… 
but I’m 
alive. 

And I shouldn’t be. 
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I felt those 
claws cut 
into my 
stomach. 

I could feel 
my guts 
trying to 
slide out 
onto the 
concrete. 

And yet… 
I’m alive. 

I hurt, but 
I’m alive! 

Where 
am I? 

How long 
was I out? 

This is 
not a 
hospital. 

Good morning…  

or rather Good 
evening. 

To answer your 
second question, we 
brought you here 
because the hospital 
will not release you 
to a gymnasium and 
we needed to keep 
you someplace safe. 

To answer your first 
question, you were 
out for five days. 

You’ve been in and out 
of consciousness 
since the surgery to 
heal your wounds. 
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Yes, you’ve been in 
that bed all this time. 

No, I wasn’t the one 
who dressed you or 
changed your 
bandages. 

Speaking of which, 
you’ll need to keep your 
abdomen wrapped for a 
few more days, but 
once we remove them 
there shouldn’t be any 
scars.  

Who are you, and 
how do you know 
all of this? 

How do you know 
what I would ask? 

I go by the 
name of 
Ronin Omega. 

And if I were 
in your 
situation, I 
would want 
to ask those 
questions as 
well. 

The procedure used to 
save your life was based 
on Dorvalan technology; 
the same world that 
Ironclad came from. 

They’re pretty efficient in 
healing soldiers so they 
can go back into battle. 

I’m… sure it’s pretty 
expensive… but-- 

The United Nations Tribunal 
on International Law 
picked up the tab for your 
brief hospital stay. 

It was the least they could 
do, given the lengths you 
went to in trying to save 
Galatea Future’s friend. 

So you’ve… 
stopped him? 

Is Miss 
Sinclair safe? 

“Safe” is a 
relative term. 

No, Mister Blue 
is still on the 
loose, which is 
also why you’re 
here. 

Ronin Omega 
Cosmic Traveler 
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Okay… sooooo… 
where is this 
place? 

Some Travelers 
have places they 
lend out to other 
travelers anytime 
they have a need for 
a place to stay. 

You’re in a travel 
house. 

I live here, but I 
don’t own it. 

So I was 
sleeping in 
your bed? 

For the 
time being, 
it’s yours. 

Galatea Future has been 
here every day to tend to 
your injuries. 

She kept your mask on 
out of respect for your 
personal identity. 

I’ve slept in the chair all 
this time. 

It’s rather comfortable. 

Why?   

Why are you 
all being so… 
nice? 

Because you 
deserve it. 

You put yourself in 
harm’s way for 
someone you that 
never met. 

That makes you a 
hero in the truest 
sense. 

I managed to look up 
your file in the 
SOCRATES database and 
saw what you did in 
Hollywood with X-Ample 
Studio and their 
illegal videotaping and 
prostitution racket. 

You’re good.  But you 
could be better. 

The flower cart owner 
saw the whole battle and 
called 9-1-1 when he saw 
you fall. 

He said you were 
muttering about needing 
to warn Galatea future 
about Candace Sinclair. 
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For the time being, your 
priority is to rest and 
heal. 

You’re free to stay here 
as long as you wish 
until you can get set up 
with your own place 
instead of staying at 
Carl’s gym. 

We can discuss training 
when you’re stronger. 

And… what will 
you expect from 
me for all this 
generosity? 

Cooking?  
Cleaning? 
“Pillow time”? 

There’s yogurt in 
the refrigerator.   

It’s the only thing 
your body can 
digest right now 
besides tea and 
water. 

I’ll be back in a 
few hours. 

Galatea left a 
note for you 
on the island 
countertop. 

“Starlett, 
 
I wanted to thank you for what 
you did to try to save Candace 
Sinclair. 
 
Candace is a good friend of 
mine and I am glad to know that 
there are heroes like you who 
would be willing to risk 
everything to save a complete 
stranger. 
 
She is safe, and I will make sure 
that ‘Mister Blue’ is brought to 
justice for what he did to you. 
 
The people from U.N.T.I.L. have 
been kind enough to help me find 
‘Blue’, and they will make sure 
that you are safe as well.” 

I expect you to 
rest and to heal. 

Nothing more. 
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“I will check in when I have 
the time to thank you in 
person, but for now it is 
good to know there is 
someone like you around. 
 
Your new friend, 
Galatea” 

D@MNIT! 

D@MNIT! 

D@MNIT! 

Why does 
she have to 
be so nice 
to me? 

It only 
makes this 
part hurt 
even more. 

Yes? 
It’s me. 

Well, I did 
it.   

I got into 
her good 
graces. 

Welcome back from 
the dead! 

It’s nice to know 
that you managed 
to pull it off even 
at the risk of your 
own life. 

You mean YOU 
didn’t send 
“Mister Blue” 
to gut me? 

I don’t know what 
you mean by that. 

Yeah, well you 
didn’t need to send 
a hit man to do it! 

Although your estate 
would have been well-
financed through the 
memorial pictorial in 
“Capes and Boots”. 

But now that I know 
you’re still alive…  

Rest assured if we did, 
you would not be around 
to talk about it. 

And I expect to 
hear from you 
soon on that. 

… It’ll be in your 
best interest to 
make sure you 
follow through 
with your goal 
of learning 
everything you 
can on your new 
best friend. 

“Best Friend”… 
right… 

Like I deserve 
one for what 
I have to do 
to her. 

Next Issue: 

The hunt Is On! 

Markman Gold 
Agent to the Super-legends 
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X-AMPLE STUDIO EXECS BURNED IN SCANDALOUS 

BLACKMAIL/PROSTITUTION RACKET 

(Hero Press) Hollywood, CA - Hollywood Police along with the California Bureau of Investigation 

raided the home of controversial filmmaker and producer Richard “Dick” Digger as part of a scathing 

blackmail and prostitution ring that involved as many as over three hundred young actresses and 

exposed a seedy underground empire of human trafficking whose client lists include some of the 

biggest movers-and-shakers in the film industry. 

Police officials credit Sapphire of the Millennium City superhero group The Champions along with a 

new hero named “Starlett” for bringing the criminal operation to light. 

“We are always grateful for heroes like Sapphire and Starlett stepping up to expose something this 

heinous,” said police spokesman Troy Hunker. 

According to police affidavits, Digger would recruit eager young actresses through auditions for X-

Ample Studio, which he would secretly videotape. He would then select certain actresses to show up 

for a “meet and greet” party at his Beverly Hills residence.  The women would be drugged and then 

left to his male clients for what he referred to as “Pillow Time”, which would also be secretly 

recorded. 

“The women in these parties would later be shown the videos and be told to be quiet if they wanted 

to succeed in the movie industry,” said Hunker.  “They would also be given the option of filming 

adult-style videos to go with their secret audition interviews or attending more parties as full-on 

‘escorts’.” 

The blackmail and forced prostitution ring came to light after Starlett claimed a friend was invited to 

take part in one of these parties. 

“My friend did not know what would happen at these parties,” Starlett told reporters.  “She believed 

she was going there to meet studio executives and begin her career as an actress.  Everyone there 

thought the same thing.  What they got instead was a nightmare.” 

The “parties” came to an end after Starlett, in her own debut of sorts, raided Digger’s home and 

discovered the videotapes and drugs allegedly used to make the victims “eager”. 

Police now say that the drugs found on the compound were a combination of sedatives and mild 

hallucinogens that would leave the user in a giddy and “stupor-like” state. 

Hunker says that ten women so far have come forward and acknowledged they were victims of 

Digger’s “Pillow Time” blackmail and have admitted being forced to take part in his “Interview” 

videos, even though they are filmed reading a disclaimer denying such coercion. 

“It’s standard for actresses in the adult industry to be seen on-camera 

Words of wisdom from writer and creator David 2. 

Continues on next page... 
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making such disclaimers,” Hunker said.  “But that doesn’t mean that every instance is true.  In 

fact, in this particular case, the victims were told they had to pretend to be doing this out of their 

own free will in order to prevent the more damaging material from being released.” 

Hunker also said that more victims are stepping forward. 

Even armed with this evidence, though, the police still refused to take action until Sapphire’s 

insistence. 

“I can understand the police being cautious,” said Sapphire.  “But thankfully they stepped up once 

the extent of this criminal operation became clear.” 

Even more damaging to the film industry is the extent of the client-base for Digger’s underground 

prostitution market, which prosecutors say includes some of Tinseltown’s biggest movers-and-

shakers, as well as local politicians and influential actors.  Prosecutors have confirmed a special 

grand jury is evaluating the evidence now for future indictments. 

Attorneys for Digger say that the charges are nothing more than an orchestrated witch-hunt by  

vindictive women looking to make a name for themselves. 

Digger is best known for his “Extreme Life” brand of videos, which focused on “Extreme Sports, 

Extreme Stunts, and Extreme Women”.  Most of his videos featured dangerous stunts and R-rated 

videos of young women and were sold through late night infomercials.  His series became the 

foundation for his X-Ample Studio, specializing in “Extremes”. 

Digger’s X-Ample Studio was purchased by Diamond Media Entertainment Inc. in 2006.  Calls to 

the parent company for a statement were not returned at the time of printing. 

Continued from previous page... 

The hunt is on for “Mister Blue”.  
But will they find him before he 
finds either Galatea Future or 
Candace Sinclair? 

And one of Galatea’s associates 
will know something about 
“Mister Blue” that will change 
the stakes considerably! 
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